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Men’s basketball team looks to rebound in 2019

MAURICE HUDSON
sports reporter
mhudson16@winona.edu

W

ith the 2019-20 season
starting up this week, the
Winona State University men’s
basketball team has been adapting
and preparing for the new season.
Coming off a 14-17 record (9-13

Conference) in the 2018-19 season,
the team is getting prepared to “flip
the script.”
From being on the cusp of going
to the NSIC tournament finals, the
Warriors are continuously showing
their potential for the upcoming
season.
Senior guard Caleb Wagner, who

was an All-NSIC recipient in 201718 and averaged 13.9 points-pergame a year ago while appearing
in all 31 games, touched on the
expectations for the team and for
himself.
“I mean obviously you want to
get as high of recognition as you
can. But I mean I’d take one in

conference and making it to the
win in the conference tournament,
making the playoffs over
anything,” Wagner said.
Despite the lack of success
the team has had, Wagner is still
determined to leading the team to
glory.

Continued on page 7, Basketball.

New advisor brings life to hockey program
MITCHELL BREUER
sports editor
mbreuer17@winona.edu

T

he puck has dropped for
hockey season, and the
Winona State University hockey
club has already seen success.
The team picked up a win against
Minnesota State University,
Mankato’s hockey club as the first
win in conference play this season.
However, it has been a long road
to where the club is at now.
Following the 2016 season, the
team was suspended from campus,
leaving existing members to try
and rebuild the program from the
ground up.
“I know they had to jump
through a lot of hoops,” Zach
Boudreau, the club’s advisor,
said. “They had to do a lot of
community service hours. They
had to reintegrate themselves
into the process of obtaining ice
time, recruiting players, all those
little things that go into running a
hockey team.”
While it was a long and difficult
process, senior and co-president of
the club Declan Walsh, who was a
first-year student when they began
the rebuilding efforts, said he and
fellow players knew what they
needed to do getting the club back.
“We mapped out what we needed
to do, and then all throughout our
sophomore year we were slowly
checking off that list, and then by
the time last year came when we
were actually on the ice, it was still
a huge learning process,” Walsh
said. “I think now we got our feet
wet and we know what we’re kind
of doing, so from now on, I think
we should be more of a well-oiled
machine now.”
The players working to bring

The Winona State Club Hockey team gathers for a group photo after a practice in La Crescent,
Minnesota on Monday, Oct. 28. The team is currently 3-4 in its first year back in full conference
play since 2016.

back hockey were not alone in their
quest, with senior and co-president
of the club Jason Stoulil giving
a lot of credit to Boudreau, who
became the advisor of the group.
“Oh, the guy loves hockey just
as much as we love playing it,”
Stoulil said. “I mean he’s done
nothing but good stuff for us. In
every aspect he’s backed us up
from getting ice to helping us get
people to the games.”
Stoulil noted that Boudreau
has played a key role in getting
the team ice at La Crescent
Community Ice Arena, to setting
up a website and social media
pages for the team to try and keep
followers of the club up to date.
Boudreau noted that when
it came to getting an arena for
the club, he saw the perfect
opportunity arise in his hometown
of La Crescent.
“They were having problems
getting ice time, getting an arena
to play at and we kind of saw, and
I also saw an opportunity down in
La Crescent, I’m from La Crescent,
so I really know the arena and the
staff and people involved well

down there, and I just thought it
was a very good place we want to
be part of that,” Boudreau said.
For his work with the team,
Boudreau was awarded with the
“Outstanding Club/Organization
Advisor” during the Winona
State’s Student Leadership and
Involvement award ceremony.
An award that both Stoulil and
Walsh said he very much deserved.
“It’s really reassuring having a
guy that we know is always going
to be behind us. Even when we
do end up doing the wrong thing,
he’s going to be there to help us
fix it,” Stoulil said. “It just helps
us operate as hockey players as
much because he takes a lot of the
workload on himself, so we can
focus on just playing and that’s
really helpful.”
While a lot of credit for
reestablishing, the organization has
been pointed to Boudreau, he has
leaned towards giving more credit
to his players.
“They were incredible. I don’t
know a lot of people that could
have gone through all that kind
of cleaning up after a previous
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group of players to bring the
program back,” Boudreau said.
“It’s just very rewarding. They’re
just a bunch of really good,
hardworking kids. They’re very
disciplined and really the leaders
of the team, Dylan Allamian, Jason
Stoulil and Declan Walsh. The
amount of work that they’ve done
to bring it back to this point and
put a very talented, and I think
what is going to be a successful
team on the ice, it’s just been
incredible to watch.”
Boudreau was actually surprised
when it was announced that he
won the award.
“It was a complete shock to me,
but I think that really points back
to those three players. And I think
that they felt that I helped them
along the way in the right way,”
Boudreau said.
Being a senior, Walsh is glad
that the club he put so much effort
into will be in their advisor’s
hands after he graduates, knowing
Boudreau will keep it running
smoothly.
Continued on page 2, Hockey.

Film series links Winonan celebrates Centennial Campus ranked
university theme

nationally

HANNAH HIPPENSTEEL
features reporter
hhippensteel16@winona.edu

KRISTIN KOVALSKY
news reporter
kkovalsky16@winona.edu

T

he “Careers, Conflicts, and
Callings” film series, now
in its fourth week on campus,
continues to prompt reflective
conversations about Winona State
University’s theme of career
readiness.
DeAnna Goddard, the associate
director of career services, can
attest to the years of planning that
have gone into the theme.
Students from the “Curating
Films/Series” class also spoke
about the work that went into their
process.

Continued on page 5, Film Series.

W

The Winonan student newspaper celebrated their
centennial anniversary on Saturday, Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. in
Kryzsko Common’s East Room.
The paper hosted a weekend of events, beginning
with an alumni social at the Green Mill on Friday
evening.
Saturday afternoon the group set up a table at the
Warrior Game Day Experience, as well as offered
campus tours to returning Winonan alumni.
The weekend culminated in their Centennial Gala,
which included various speakers from across campus,
as well as their keynote speaker, Brian Krans, a former
Winonan editor from the 2003-04 school year.

NICOLE GIRGEN
photo editor
ngirgen14@winona.edu

inona State University
has been ranked in three
separate reports for the 2020 year.
Winona State was ranked the
number two public institution
in Minnesota by U.S. News
and World Report, was ranked
on Princeton Review’s list of
“Best in the Midwest” for the
16th consecutive year and was
also ranked on “America’s 100
Best College Buys” for the 24th
consecutive year.

Continued on page 3, Ranking.
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Hockey
Continued from page 1.

Seeing what they have gone
through, the team is relieved to
now have a sense of normalcy.
“They are excited to be a full
member of the ACHA (American
Collegiate Hockey Association)
and also their conference, which is
the WCCHA (Western Collegiate
Club Hockey Association). So, all
their games count,” Boudreau said.
Boudreau also noted it is not
only important for the team to have
the club back up and running, but
important for Winona State as well.
He pointed out that having a
program for students is a huge
recruiting tool, especially as
Minnesota’s state sport, and with
the lack of hockey programs in
the country, talented players are
overflowing.
“You have all these kids that
really have nowhere to go that are
super talented after high school,
and they don’t want to wait, put
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their college off for two or three
years playing junior hockey, trying
to maybe play somewhere like a
D-III school that can’t even give
them a scholarship,” Boudreau
said. “We just have a great
situation being where we’re at, just
having these incredible players
looking for somewhere to play,
continue playing hockey. So, it’s
really exciting to be part of that.”
However, there are still problems
that exist within the club, such as
fan support.
While La Crescent is not a far
from Winona, it is still a halfhour drive, this not a problem
unbeknown to the team.
“We have seen at several places
that we’ve played that there’s other
schools where they’re similar to
Winona State,” Boudreau said.
“They’re a similar size, they’re the
only hockey program at the school
and they get great turnouts for the
game, and they do that through
busing.”
Busing is something that
Boudreau that could be huge for
increasing the fanbase of the team,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Zach Boudreau is in his second year as advisor MOHAMMED ISLAM
for Winona State Club Hockey, during this
photographer
time Boudreau has helped the team find an
mohammed.islam@go.winona.edu
arena and develop a new website for the team.
Boudreu is currently working on increasing
the fanbase among students and community
members, his long term goal is to have the team
be viewed as more than a club sport.

especially with the price low price
they offering to the community.
“It’s $7 to get to the game and
back and in a way I think it’s
almost easier to just be able to
walk somewhere on campus, hop
on a bus, get a ride to the game,
watch a great game of hockey and
get a ride back. And you don’t even
have to walk to Bud King Arena,

you just walk two blocks to the bus
and hop on.”
Looking ahead for the team,
Winona State will return to La
Crescent this weekend for a game
against Gustavus Adolphus on
Saturday, Nov. 2 at 1 p.m.

MITCHELL BREUER
sports editor
mbreuer17@winona.edu

Meet the photography staff...

Shannon Galliart

Mohammed Islam

Natalie Tyler

Kristen Carrie

Lydia Velishek

Editorial: This week’s centennial reprint
F

or those who have not heard,
Monday, Oct. 28 was the
official 100th anniversary of the
Winonan’s first printing.
To commemorate this occasion,
this week’s issue features a reprint
of the first issue.
Before the Winona State student
newspaper was called “The

Winonan,” there was a three year
period from 1919-22 where the
paper was titled “The Pow-Wow.”
Looking back on this, we
understand the former name is no
longer in good taste.
We do not condone or approve
of the student newspaper’s former
name. That being said, however,

we have decided to not remove
or censor the prior name of the
student newspaper, in hopes to
both embrace our past (all flaws
included) and so as not to try to
“rewrite” or “censor” our history.
Though we understand that
the prior name is not culturally
sensitive, we also understand the

name was a product of its time.
If you wish to respond with
questions or thoughts on the
decision, the Winonan is always
accepting letters to the editor.
Zach Bailey
Editor-In-Chief
ZSBailey14@winona.edu

Meet the editing staff...

Editor-in-Chief: Zach Bailey
ZSBailey14@winona.edu

News Editor: Madelyn Swenson
MCSwenson15@winona.edu

Features Editor: Sydney Mohr
SMMohr15@winona.edu

Sports Editor: Mitchell Breuer
MBreuer17@winona.edu

Photo Editor: Nicole Girgen
NGirgen14@winona.edu

Copy Editor: Morgan Reddekopp

Business Manager: Samantha McDonald
SKMcdonald15@winona.edu

MReddekopp16@winona.edu

Online Editor: Raquel Taylor
RDTaylor15@winona.edu
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Winona State hosts budget forum
Page 3

New building proposed to representatives
Page 4

Ranking

but when it comes to programs,
students may be looking for that.
“Some students may use
rankings as a deciding factor, we
Continued from page 1.
don’t see it as much with regional
Andrea Northam, interim
public institutions but for some
vice president for university
students they are looking at certain
advancement, said the rankings are programs that are ranked high, and
determined by surveys as well as
having ranking be a part of that
public data.
factor could certainly be part of
“The U.S. News has a datatheir decision,” Jicinsky said.
based component as well as a
Jincinsky said the things the
peer evaluation data set where
university does well is what
in the U.S. News team submits
reflects in the rankings.
evaluations to different peer
“There are certain things we
institutions across the Midwest for do well that reflects well on the
our particular information, where
ranking,” Jincinsky said. “We have
in a university president would be
a focus on retention rate, not for
asked to evaluate their opinion of
the sake of the rankings but as a
Winona State,” Northam said.
sake for it’s vital for our success
The rankings are an evaluation
and we want our students to be
of how Winona State is successful
successful. Retention rates are
compared to other universities.
important, graduation rates are
“It’s a nice external evaluation
important, having smaller class
of the work we do here at Winona
sizes is important.”
State, and it reflects accurately
When it comes to recruiting
the emphasis that we have on
students, the university cannot rely
student success and programmatic
on the rankings as a strategy for
excellence,” Northam said.
recruitment of students.
Rankings are used as a measure
“It’s nice to be ranked, but
to show the successes of students
there’s more to it. Recruitment and
and programs.
admission cannot rely solely just
Brian Jicinsky, director of
on rankings, but it’s a nice story to
undergraduate admissions,
incorporate as part of our overall
said some future students look
story to students,” Jincinsky said.
at rankings to determine their
Winona State’s goal is not to be
university choice.
ranked, but to ensure that students
Jicinsky said prospective students and programs are successful.
may look at rankings and see
colleges they have not heard of or
they see a college that has risen
to a higher ranking, so from there
they investigate further.
KRISTIN KOVALSKY
Rankings are not always a
news reporter
deciding factor for future students, kkovalsky16@winona.edu

Budget forum
gives answers

Transfer student enrollment has
also steadily declined since the
2013 peak of 628 students, down
to 456 students in 2019. This was a
inona State University
noticeable drop from 540 students
held its first budget forum
in 2018.
of the 2019-20 school year on
The university’s plan to address
Tuesday, Oct. 22 in the Haake Hall
and deal with the budget situation
conference room.
was to first discuss with the finance
The forum was planned to further
committee and bargaining units,
explain the university’s current
then release budget emails to
$1.6 million budget deficit and
the campus and schedule budget
answer questions from the public.
forums.
Scott Ellinghuysen, chief
Ellinghuysen released budget
financial officer, presented to a
information emails to all faculty
near-capacity room of university
over a month ago, then to students
employees, students and
about two weeks after that.
community members.
Following the budget forum held
Ellinghuysen said the deficit
on Winona State’s campus Oct. 22,
occurred due to many factors,
WSU-Rochester also held a forum
including limited resources
Thursday, Oct. 24.
and varying investment needs.
The next steps, Ellinghuysen
These factors include fluctuating
said, now focus on reviewing the
monetary support from the state,
current situation and establishing a
shifting enrollment demographics
plan for reductions.
and healthcare cost escalation,
Three budget scenarios were
among others.
presented during the forum to deal
Ellinghuysen emphasized a major
with the deficit, as well as specific
impediment to the university’s
numbers and details on what those
budget: the increase in Winona
scenarios would mean for faculty
State’s health insurance budget.
and students for the years to come.
Winona State has projected a
Each plan, simply called A, B
7.6% rise in health care coverage
and C, proposed different budget
in FY21-22 – a $900,000 increase.
reductions.
That increase means family
Scenario A proposed a 3%
coverage per employee will
increase in tuition, raising
exceed $20,000 a year. Just to
$1.6 million in revenue for the
cover the projected increase in
university, and decreasing the
health care, there would need
deficit to $2.9 million.
to be a 1.7% increase in student
Scenario B proposed a 1.5%
tuition and a 2.6% increase in state
increase in tuition, raising
appropriation.
$800,000 in revenue, and
The university hopes to receive
decreasing the deficit to $3.7
monetary support from the state
million.
after putting in a request to the MN
Scenario C proposed a 0%
The intent in utilizing a ground
State Board of Trustees.
KELLY JOHNSON
increase, raising $0 in tuition,
news reporter
source heat pump is to create a net
The request includes $23 million
leaving the school at its $4.5
keljohnson15@winona.edu
zero building in terms of its carbon to fund a tuition freeze, $16.7
million deficit. However, it would
footprint and to save financially on million for campus support –
inona State University’s
also allow students the comfort of
heating and cooling systems, due to adding $850,000 to the Winona
administrators did more
paying a steady rate following the
the relatively consistent 50 degree
State budget – and $14.5 million
than just host the representatives
3% increase that already occurred
for ISRS Next Gen funding.
from the Minnesota State House of underground.
for this school year.
“The air in Minnesota has wild
The last major facet of the
Representatives from Oct. 2-4; they
Winona State boasts affordable
fluctuations of temperature, so
numerous causes of the deficit is
had a proposal for the representatuition rates.
on a hot summer day, it could be
shifting enrollment demographics.
tives to hear.
“It’s not that bad. And we’ll do
Enrollment demographics have
The proposal, Winona State pres- 98 degrees and humid, and on a
everything in our power to make it
cold wintery day, the thermomesteadily declined for Winona State
ident Scott Olson explained, is to
even more affordable,” the Winona
ter could tell you it’s -25 and the
for years.
replace Gildemeister and Watkins
State website states.
While general enrollment
with a single, top of the line build- windchill would tell you that it’s
After a 6% increase in tuition
-40, so that’s a pretty big swing,”
remained steady near 7,000
ing referred to as “CICEL.”
in the last two years on top of the
Olson said. “You could have a 150 students for both FY20 and FY21,
The acronym CICEL is used as
discussion to raise tuition at the
this plateau comes after an overall
the building will be a collaborative, degrees difference between the
budget forum on Tuesday, that
hottest day and the coldest day. ”
1,500 enrollment drop since 2013.
innovative, cost effective learning
boast may be invalidated.
Incoming first-year student
space for students in the art and
“We’re forecasting a 3% tuition
statistics are on the rise since
design, mathematics and statistics
increase next year,” Ellinghuysen
2018 with a projection for the
and computer science departments
said.
2020 school year to bring in 1,600
as well as other students that want
students. The peak of incoming
to utilize the space.
first-year students was in 2013 with
The new building would also
1,657 students.
utilize a ground source heat pump. Continued on page 4, building.
Continued on page 4, deficit.
MCKENNA SCHERER
features reporter
mckenna.scherer@go.winona.edu

W

Representatives hear
building proposal

W

CRIME AND SAFETY REPORTS
Monday,
October 21

No Incident

Tuesday,
October 22

Wednesday,
October 23

Thursday,
October 24

Friday,
October 25

Saturday,
October 26

11:24 a.m.
A man reported three
of his tires slashed on
the 300 block of west
10th street.

8:45 p.m.
An incident including the possession of
marijuana occurred
in Lourdes Hall. The
incident was referred
to Residence Life.

9:30 p.m.
A drug law violation
occurred in Lourdes
Hall. The incident
was referred to Residence Life.

10:15 p.m.
A minor consumption
liquor violation occurred outside Sheehan
Hall. The incident was
referred to Residence
Life.

3:30 p.m.
A bike was stolen from
the bike rack near Morey-Shepard Hall. The
incident was referred
to the Winona Police
Department.

Sunday,
October 27

No Incident
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Senate hears counseling issues, money requests
MORGAN REDDEKOPP
copy editor
mreddekopp16@winona.edu

W

ednesday, Oct. 23 Winona
State University’s Student
Senate (WSUSS) held their weekly
meeting in the Purple Rooms of
Kryzsko Commons.
The meeting began with Student
Senate President Ben Ellgen
reciting the land recognition
statement. This statement
recognizes that Winona State is
situated on the ancestral lands of
the Dakota people.
The Oct. 23 senate meeting had
four guest speakers.
The first guest speaker was
Mick Lynch from Counseling and
Wellness Services. He began his
presentation by describing what
Counseling and Wellness Services
does: 50-minute sessions with
students and crisis walk-ins.
Last year, approximately 2,800
students used the services provided
by Counseling and Wellness
Services. Last month alone, 318
new students sought appointments.
As a result of the sudden growth
of students seeking counseling
appointments, Counseling and
Wellness Services had to stop
taking on new clients, and instead
moving new clients onto a waiting
list.
Before the waiting list was
implemented, students had to wait
two weeks to set up appointments,
and a month for the initial triage
appointment.
Counseling and Wellness
Services would need at least one
part-time counselor in order to be
fully staffed, but even this may

Building
Continued from page 3.

soon not be enough due to the
sudden rush of students seeking
appointments.
Lynch said he has only seen the
need for counseling to go up over
the years.
Later in the meeting, Student
Senate discussed the issue. They
later voted to recommend the hiring of at least one additional counselor prior to the spring semester.
President Ellgen described what
it means when WSUSS makes a
recommendation such as this.
“The idea behind [the recommendation] is to serve as a voice
for students to the administration,”
Ellgen said. “We wrote how we
feel, and we will pass that motion
along to President Olson and their
cabinet.”
The second guest speaker was
Alexis Salem from Students for
Palestinian Liberation.
Salem was seeking funds to
send 10 students to the National
Students for Justice in Palestine
conference at the University of
Minnesota, and also to bring a
guest speaker to Winona State to
give two workshops.
The conference would allow
club members to learn not only
about Palestine, but also South
West Asia and North Africa and
bring that information back to Winona State. The cost of the conference would be $1,007.06.
Salem is also looking to bring
Stephanie Skora, a trans Jewish
woman, to Winona State to lead
two workshops. The first workshop
is titled “Anti-Semitism in America: The Queer Jewish Perspective.”
Salem would need $3,000 for
two workshops, or $2,000 for one
Miertschin said this new building
would offer a variety of collaborative work spaces for students and
faculty members to meet in and
work on various activities together
and that the operating systems used
to run the building would add a
new element of learning to many
majors and minors on campus.
“We would hope that some
of these systems would also be
transparent. . . so [students] could
study the aspects of this building,”
Miertschin said.
At this point, the CICEL building
is still a proposal that has yet to be
funded and is still in the pre-design
stage, which determines the needs
of the campus, as well as the size,
cost and schedule of the project.
Goblirsch wanted to remind
the community and Winona State
students that the sketches that are
made thus far for the project design
are not concrete and are rather
baseline ideas that are used to give
the legislature something tangible
to reference back to while making
their decision on whether or not
they choose to fund Winona State
for the CECIL building as they did
for the Education Village.
In regard to the schedule that
is being looked at for the project,
Miertschin explained that progress
could be made starting as early as
July 2020.

Ideally, the project would not
only contribute to a 5% reduction
in Winona State’s energy use, but
on days with the right weather conditions, the building could actually
generate surplus energy that could
be stored and put back into the
campus.
The construction of this building
would begin with tearing down
Watkins and Gildemeister halls.
These two buildings, according
to the Facilities Condition Index
(FCI), an index measuring the
quality of buildings in the MNSCU
system, are two of the worst scoring buildings in the entire system.
The reason for new buildings,
as opposed to just renovating the
current buildings, is primarily due
to cost effectiveness, according to
Assistant Vice President for Facilities Management Jim Goblirsch.
Charla Miertschin, dean of the
College of Science and Engineering, said the building would
be about 73,000 square feet and
would be on the footprint of mostly
Gildemeister Hall, but extend over
to Watkins as well.
In place of Watkins would be a
lawn for students to relax on, under
which the wells with the ground
source heat pumps would be located. The addition of this recreationJOHNSON
al lawn would increase the campus’ KELLY
news reporter
green space by one acre.
keljohnson15@winona.edu

Jill Meyers-Welch from the company Cengage speaks
to Student Senate about her company on Wednesday,
Oct. 23. Cengage is an online textbook subscription
whose aim is to lower textbook costs to students.

workshop. Her request was tabled
until the following week to give
WSUSS time to discuss.
The third guest speaker was
Ralph Kaehler, from St. Charles,
Minnesota, who is running for
Congress.
Kaehler’s main goals are to fix
healthcare and combat climate
change.
Kaelhler said he has a few things
that he wants Winona State students to know about his campaign.
“I think it’s important for [students] to understand that this is a
chance to really make a difference.
I am stepping forward in this campaign because I think it’s imperative that we continue to fix healthcare and build upon the program
that we have now, not dismantle
it,” Kaehler said. “I also think we

MORGAN REDDEKOPP
copy editor
mreddekopp16@winona.edu

should address climate change, and
that we have representation in Congress from Minnesota, for Minnesota, rather than have candidates
who come from D.C. and want to
represent us.”
The final guest speaker was Jill
Meyers-Welch, from the company
Cengage, “the Netflix of Textbooks.”
A subscription to Cengage costs
$119 per semester or $179 per
year and allows students access
to 20,000 E-books. The company
will also rent students paper copies
of books for $7.99. The company
aims to reduce textbook cost for
college students.
Meyers-Welch said Cengage has
had the most impact so far on Winona State’s College of Business.

Deficit

and health sciences currently
receive the largest percentage of
the general fund budget.
Facing reductions, those three
Continued from page 3.
departments also stand to lose the
Next, each department head will
most.
need to create reduced budget
In the worst-case scenario of a
plans for their departments to
$5 million budget reduction, the
be approved by the university’s
college of liberal arts would lose
cabinet by the beginning of
nearly $1 million of its funding.
December.
Following that, the science and
The cabinet will review and
engineering college faces a loss
assess each department’s plan and
of $628,136, and the nursing and
a final proposal will be made by
health sciences college faces a
Feb. 1, 2020.
$470,243 loss.
The university’s current goal is to
Olson went on to remind those
have reductions in place by July 1, of a similar budget reduction
2020.
situation the university faced two
Funding is broken up into two
years ago, and while then similar
pieces: state appropriation funding concerns regarding layoffs seemed
and tuition revenue from students.
unavoidable, they were ultimately
State appropriation is about $35
able to steer clear of layoffs. He
million and tuition revenue is about said he is positive the school will
$55 million, i.e. 40% funded by
be able to do so again.
state and 60% funded by students.
“The first thing is to minimize
The university’s general fund is
harm to students,” Olson said.
in the low $90 millions.
“Number two is to minimize harm
Compensation – employee and
to employees.”
staff salaries, benefits, etc. – take
More budget forums will be
up $75 million of that.
scheduled in February and March
The general fund budget is what
to share final budget decisions.
funds every department and office
of the university.
Academic affairs makes
up 73.1% of funding which
includes each college, the library,
technology resources, etc.
The president’s office
receives 26.8% for finance and
administration, athletics, etc.
MCKENNA SCHERER
The colleges of liberal arts,
features reporter
science and engineering, nursing
mckenna.scherer@go.winona.edu
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Film series shows off university theme
Page 5

Sexual assault survivors speak up
Page 6

Film Series
Continued from page 1.

For Goddard, the career readiness
theme began in 2017 when she
submitted a proposal.
Once chosen by the president and
his cabinet, she spent all of 2018
looking for a team of experts to
highlight the eight competencies.
Those competencies are
critical thinking, oral and written
communication, teamwork and
collaboration, digital technology,
leadership, professionalism and
career management, community
engagement and global and
intercultural fluency.
Each member of the team chosen
by Goddard was given three weeks
to spotlight their area of expertise.
“Our main goal with these is
three-fold. We want people to be
able to identify, articulate and
advance,” Goddard said.
With this in mind, Goddard
mentioned that in past years, the
theme has been highly represented
in the beginning but fizzled out.
By putting consistent attention
and energy towards the idea of
career readiness, students are able
to gain more insights.
According to Goddard, one of
the ways career readiness has been
showcased is the film series.
“I’m excited and proud of the
thoughtfulness of the films in
the series. They focus on bigger
conversations at the workplace and
careers as a whole,” Goddard said.

5

Award-winning director Davy Rothbart talks about his
NATALIE TYLER
film “17 Blocks” on Oct. 22 in Winona State’s Miller
photographer
Auditorium. Rothbart’s film was a part of the 2019
ntyler16@winona.edu
University Theme Film Series: Careers, Conflicts, and
Callings. The film presented four generations of the
Sanford-Durant family, who lived 17 blocks from the
nation’s capital, but were set back by poverty, violence and
abuse.

She also said that seeing the
movies could help people fit the
questions they have about careers
or help them generate new ones.
The selection of films comes
from the students from J. Paul
Johnson’s Curating Films class.
Juniors Brinley Zoller and Hailey
Torborg, as well as seniors Gregory
Okello and Harrison McCormick,
put the series into perspective.
The process, as explained by the
group, started when the university
theme was announced.
From there, ideas were bounced
around about movies to show and
the list was narrowed to 10 films.
Teams were assembled to help
orchestrate parts of the process,
like scheduling and promotion.

For promotion, the students
worked with I-Design students to
make posters.
The series was funded by the
office of community engagement
and the English department but is
also supported by groups like the
Frozen River Film Festival, the
Office of Inclusion and Diversity,
the Colleges of Business and
Liberal Arts and many others.
McCormick, a senior majoring
in film studies and creative digital
media, enjoyed his involvement in
the series.
“Curating is the science of
picking content to invoke a certain
message, so it’s been fun looking
for available films that appeal
to the audience and the overall

theme,” McCormick said.
Collectively, “17 Block,” the
film shown Oct. 22, was a fan
favorite because of its inspiring
content. There was an added sense
of enjoyment because the director
Davy Rothbart was present for the
screening and a Q&A session.
Beyond seeing all their hard
work come together, Torborg and
Zoller, reflected on their favorite
part of the series.
This was Torborg’s second time
in the curating class, so she was
provided with new insights.
“I really got something new out
of it and found ways to approach
certain issues. The series also has
a real film festival feeling to it,”
Torborg said.
Zoller looked at the larger impact
for the series.
“It’s cool to see the connection
between Winona State and the
community and putting on the
series helps us see how to further
that,” Zoller said.
Although seeing the series come
to life was rewarding for all the
students in the class, Okello had
a thought about what he hopes
audiences gain from the series.
“I would hope that anyone who
comes to see a film would not
leave the same way they came in,”
Okello said.
The final film, “The One Week
Job,” will be shown Nov. 7 in SLC
120 at 7 p.m.
HANNAH HIPPENSTEEL
features reporter
hhippensteel16@winona.edu

Netflix original film in review: “Laundromat”

MADELINE PETERSON
film reviewer
majpeterson15@winona.edu

T

he Netflix original film,
“Laundromat” directed by
Steven Soderbergh, tells the story
about a very complicated topic.
The film uses true events about the
Panama Papers using an A-list cast.
The Panama Papers were leaked
data from a whistle blower to
a German paper about wealthy
individuals and how they got their
money using the Mossack Fonseca
insurance firm.
After watching this film, I still
didn’t entirely know what actually
happened as there were too many
players and parts that didn’t seem
to connect.
This film played off what “The
Big Short,” directed by Adam
McKay, did with talking about
a heavy and complicated topic
and making it easier to follow
with breaking the fourth wall and
using narrators. Unlike “The Big

The Winonan’s film reporter rates “Laundromat” 2/5
Short,” this film stayed lighthearted
throughout and had the narrators as
the crooks played by Gary Oldman
and Antonio Banderas.
This film played out like an
anthology. The film starts by
following Ellen Martin, played by
Meryl Streep, who was an older
innocent woman just trying to get
her insurance claim. There are
scenes that explain one part of
this complicated scheme such as
money laundering, with a totally
different cast that are unrelated to
Ellen’s story.
Even though Ellen loses her
husband in the first five minutes, it

goes so fast that the audience
doesn’t have enough time to
process what happened. It felt as
if her husband was just a prop
to the story because after she
finds out something is wrong, the
investigation takes over, and she
eventually does it for the money
and not to honor her husband.
This film has an extravagant set
design from disco lit bars and blue
colored waters. However, the topic
is so bleak that it makes everything
seem fake. This does make the
audience interested in what is
talked about, but it is done in such
a way that it doesn’t seem real.

What this film does nicely is
the narrative scenes with Antonio
Banderas and Gary Oldman. It was
interesting to hear the perspective
of the people responsible for the
corruption and have them explain
why they did what they did. They
dressed professionally and broke
the fourth wall as if they were not a
part of the film though they were.
If the narrators of the film were
actually the bad guys, maybe the
audience would have sympathy
for them. If this was what the
director wanted and he was spot
on. However, I’m not sure that was
a great idea. If the director wanted
to show a horrible course of events
and highlight how horrible it was,
this was not the right approach.
I am giving this film a 2/5. The
film was interesting to watch
because of the elaborate set and
A-list actors. However, the film
was hard to follow even with the
explanation of what was going on.
The lightheartedness shown made
the situation fake and unrealistic.

THIS WEEK IN WINONA
Wednesday,
October 30

Thursday,
October 31

Friday,
November 1

Saturday,
November 2

Sunday,
November 3

Monday,
November 4

Tuesday,
November 5

Café & Conversación

Motherhood as
Nightmare

Scotland Travel
Study Session

Honor Band Festival

Fall Symphonic Wind Paws and Destress
Ensemble
with Aiden the
Therapy Dog

Election Day

4 - 5 p.m. - Mugby
Junction

5 p.m. - Minné Hall
110

12 p.m. - Somsen Hall
316B

5 p.m. - Robert A.
DuFresne Main Stage

2 p.m. - Robert A.
DuFresne Main Stage

4 - 5 p.m. - IWC
Relaxation Room 267

No activities after
6 p.m.

winonastatespanishclub@gmail.com

speetzen@winona.edu

jcraft@winona.edu

Melanie.Brooks@winona.edu

Melanie.Brooks@
winona.edu

lbrzezinski@winona.
edu
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Game Day Experience celebrates three years

KELLEN BRANDT
features reporter
kbrandt16@winona.edu

F

ood trucks, vendors, student
clubs and organizations and
so much more all came together
before the Warrior football game
to participate in the Warrior Game
Day Experience.
The Game Day Experience is
in its third year at Winona State
University and has grown in popularity and success more each year.
Tracy Hale, associate director
of alumni relations and head
organizer of Warrior Game Day
Experiences, talked about the great
success these events have had.
The WSU Dance Team followed behind the football team during the Game Day Experience on
SHANNON GALLIART
“Every year it has picked up
Saturday, Oct. 26. Their pep before the game helped push the football team to win against St.
photographer
in intensity and popularity and
Cloud State University.
sgalliart16@winona.edu
this year we’ve really had a great
drawing to win a beanie.
student turnout and I’m hoping that the cheerleading advisor, security,
The Game Day Experience
Aside from incentives to the
we can continue that in the future,” facilities, housing, I could go on
has been done for basketball,
and
on
with
everyone
we
have
students
and
community
of
Hale said.
gymnastics, and volleyball in the
Winona, it also is a great place for
Tayler Stegath, junior at Winona helping and supporting us now,”
past. Hale plans to continue having
Hale said.
people to expand their groups and
State majoring in criminal justice,
Game Day Experiences for more
Hale said the Game Day
have a place to present their skills. sports teams in the future as well.
says she has gone to the Game Day
Experience has reached out across
“We’ve got little boys group
Experience every year so far.
While the Game Day Experience
campus
and
the
entire
community
called
the
Winona’s
Little
Warriors,
“When I first started going to
is usually before the Warrior
of Winona to give every aspect of
who are starting their own drumthe game days, they were smaller
Football games, it is not just about
Winona a voice in the game day.
line after seeing the WSU drumline the football team.
but now I can’t believe how many
“There’s a lot more student
do their show,” Hale said.
people come and how many
“It’s not just for football it’s
incentives now, for example we
The Winona State drumline is
different booths are in the street,”
really for the community it’s for
handed
out
Purple
Reign
T-shirts
new
to
the
Game
Day
Experience.
Stegath said.
us to all have a place to gather,”
“People had wanted the band to
When the game days started, they at the first game,” Hale said. “We
Hale said. “It’s about inviting the
have had the American Marketing
do a drumline at the Game Day
were small and ran by few people
community to come to campus that
Association do the bags tournaExperience but they did not have
on campus, now it has grown in
don’t normally come to campus on
ment to bring students in, we’ve
harnesses to do a drumline so the
organizers and participants.
any given day, it’s about bringing
had
a
live
band,
we
even
had
a
Football
Players
Association
and
“It started as a small task force
people together it’s bringing
mechanical bull once.”
a private donor purchased and
of different parts of the of the
students out of their dorms, out
This last weekend Love your
donated harnesses to the band to
campus but now it has grown to be
of the cafeteria, out of the library,
Melon asked people to write cards
let them be a part of the Game Day wherever they might be, and
a 30-person committee that I’m in
to children with cancer and in
Experience,” Hale said.
charge of and it’s got students on
having a fun safe place for people
re-turn
were
able
to
enter
for
a
it, student athletes, Student Senate,
to hang out.”

Assault victims talk community support
REN GENNERMAN
features reporter
lgennerman16@winona.edu

A

fter being sexually
assaulted, Winona State
University students must make
many decisions. Telling friends
and family, getting a rape kit
done, consulting the Women’s
Resource Center or RE Initiative
and reporting the incident to the
school are all options for students.
However, one particularly divisive
decision survivors must make is
going to the police.
In Winona, if a survivor wishes
to make a report to the police, they
must physically go into the police
station to make a statement.
While this brings into question
for many the potential issues with
racial profiling and accessibility,
many who do end up reporting to
the police report other issues.
Sarah Ortega was a Winona
State graduate majored in public
administration, political science,
and women’s, gender, and
sexuality studies. She now works
as a patient advocate at an abortion
clinic in Minneapolis.
When she attended Winona State,
she was sexually assaulted by her
ex-boyfriend. After reporting to
both police and university, the
assailant was expelled from school.
However, Ortega’s experience with
police was different.
“I got no justice on a legal level,”
Ortega said. “My case was closed
because there was not sufficient

that, she was released and told that
an investigator would call her in a
few days.
“I didn’t hear from anybody for
two weeks and I was the one who
had to call them to find out if this
guy had been put away or found
and they told me they didn’t even
talk to the guy,” Preston said. “His
record showed no history of assault
or rape, so they didn’t even bother
-Taylor Preston, former Winona State student
looking further into it.”
After Ortega’s assault, she did
advocacy work on campus and at
evidence to bring it to trial, despite
After being raped by him,
a national level for sexual assault
a recorded phone call of him
Preston was pushed out of his
survivors. Though she no longer
admitting it, him sending me $80
house and forced to walk the two
does advocacy work for sexual
and a handwritten letter asking me miles home at 3a.m.
assault survivors, she knows that
to drop charges, and a rape kit I
“I reported this to the police
she does her part by advocating for
did. I felt blamed by police.”
two months later after working up
women in the clinic she works at.
According to Ortega, the police
the courage to tell my parents,”
After a while of “stuffing down”
officers assigned to her case told
Preston said. “I didn’t really know the emotions and memories of her
her to be more careful in the future how to process it after it happened. assault, Preston found that talking
and wrote in the police report that
I bled for four days after the
to a therapist and the people around
her rapist was a “good student.”
incident, I don’t know why I didn’t her about what happened was what
Despite being later diagnosed
think to report it. Shock, maybe.”
started the healing process.
and treated for PTSD, Ortega
Preston is not alone in delaying
“It seemed like every 1 in 3
received no legal justice.
reporting. For many, reporting
people I talked to at WSU had
Ortega is not alone in believing
to the police right away is not a
experienced sexual trauma and
the police were biased against her.
possibility.
half of those people experienced
Taylor Preston was a Winona
According to Scott Berkowitz in
it in Winona,” Preston said. “Go
State student from fall 2017 to
a 2018 CBS article, many survivors talk to somebody. Even if you
spring 2019, majoring in cell and
do not report because of fear of the think you’re fine and don’t need
molecular biology. She is currently perpetrator attacking again, social
it, go talk to a therapist about
taking time off school to work and pressures or shame..
what happened in full. Don’t leave
save for her education.
However, once Preston decided
anything out because you won’t get
When Preston was attending
to report, she noticed a disturbing
any weight off your shoulders.”
Winona State, she was assaulted at pattern. After telling the officer in
Chief of Police Paul Bostrack
a Tau Kappa Epsilon party. After
charge of her case repeatedly that
and Deputy Chief Tom Williams
drinking and smoking marijuana,
she did not remember the house
both did not respond to requests
Preston appeared at a house with
where she was raped, he drove her for comment on police training and
her rapist with no memory of how
around for 45 minutes, asking her
proceedings for cases of sexual
she got there.
if she remembered anything. After
assault.

“It seemed like every 1 in 3 people I talked to at
WSU had experienced sexual trauma and half of
those people experienced it in Winona.”
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Features reporter

Madeline Peterson
Film reviewer

Ben Rayburn
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Features reporter
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Football defeats
St. Cloud
CHRISTOPHER EDWARDS
football reporter
christopher.edwards@go.winona.edu

W

inona State University’s
football team extended their
win streak to four this weekend
after defeating Saint Cloud State
University, 38-17.
After dominating on the ground,
the last few weeks, the Warriors
turned to the passing attack against
the Huskies.
Before the game, junior
quarterback Owen said the offense
felt confident.
“We think we can exploit their
secondary this weekend and get the
run game going,” Burke said.
The Warrior offense began the
game deep in their own territory
after holding call took back a
return by junior defensive back
Isaiah Hall.
Junior running back Sam
Santiago-Lloyd got a spark going
out of the gate with a 20-yard run.
Owen Burke hit junior receiver
Jake Balliu for a 26-yard score to
take the lead 10 plays later.
The Huskies responded with a
long drive of their own scoring on
11-yard pass to tie the game 7-7.
Burke and Santiago-Lloyd
responded with another drive.
Burke hit four different receivers
while Santiago-Lloyd rushed for
27 yards and punch it for the score
to end the first quarter.
The Warrior defense forced a
punt after a sack on third down.
After a Winona State punt the
Huskies made the best of their field
position by getting a field goal the
Warriors’ lead was at four.
On the next Huskies possession,
the Warriors forced a turnover after
an interception by second year
linebacker Clay Schueffner.
The short field position set up
another Burke to Balliu score.
Schueffner came up with another
pick but it wouldn’t add to points
as Paul Ortiz missed a 48-yard
field goal at the end of the half.
At halftime the score was 21-10.
Both teams traded punts to begin
the second half.
The Warriors’ special teams
made one of the highlight plays of
the game after junior linebacker
Ryan Kusch blocked and recovered
a punt for a touchdown.

Continued on page 8, Football

Basketball

Continued from page 1.

“I mean we haven’t done that
since I have been here so that
kind of leads me into the team
expectations,” Wagner said. “I
mean personally I want to lead the
team to that and as a team, I mean
we definitely should be there. We
have the team to do it.”
In the company of the incoming
first-year players Keiron Goodwin,
Alier Riak, Joel Rogers and Andrea
Lo Biondo, Wagner believes it will
give the team an extra boost.
“They’re all definitely ready to
play and I think we have a chance
that we make a run,” Wagner said.
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Soccers scores in return home
Page 7

Rugby continues to improve
Page 8

With the new additions, the team
is looking for redemption and
revenge towards a handful of teams
in the conference.
From Augustana and Mankato
that split with the Warriors, to
Moorhead and Northern State that
handed the team multiple losses.
“These are must-win games for
us,” junior Dalante Peyton said.
The NSIC has announced
its 2019-20 men’s basketball
preseason coaches’ poll, having the
Warriors finishing sixth overall and
third in the NSIC South standings.
The Warriors open their new
season with a home exhibition
against Saint Mary’s University
of Minnesota on Nov. 2 before
officially tipping of the year on
Nov. 8 at the Central Region

Challenge Tournament.
Winona State’s first official home
game is slated for Nov. 13 vs.
Clarke University.
Winona State begin NSIC play at
Upper Iowa on Nov. 30. The first
round of the NSIC Tournament is
set for Feb. 26 with the remaining
rounds held at the Sanford
Pentagon again this season on Feb.
29-March 4.

MAURICE HUDSON
sports reporter
mhudson16@winona.edu

Soccer sees successful home sweep
AUSTIN WALLERT
sports reporter
awallert15@winona.edu

“I

f we play well, we should be
able to win these games, but
it’s not going to be easy,”
That what senior forward
Courntey Wincek said ahead of the
week and that’s exactly what the
Winona State University soccer
team did this weekend, as they
took care of business by handing
the University of Mary a loss on
Friday Oct. 25 and giving Minot
State University a swift kick
Sunday Oct. 27.
Senior forward Courtney
Wiencek knew they had to bring
their “A-game” against Mary as the
Warriors narrowly defeated them
2-1.
The two Warriors goals were
almost the same amount of goals
Mary has allowed all season: three.
Junior forward Georgette Topalis
and senior forward Courtney
Wiencek scored against Mary.
Riding high off the first victory
of the weekend, the Warriors rolled
into Sunday’s game with a lot of
confidence, which they used well
scoring early in the match up and
keeping the peddle to the ground
winning 3-0.
Topalis added her second goal of
the weekend, along with first-year
midfielder Jaida Wiege and junior
midfielder Missy Greco adding two
scores of their own.
Wiencek said the Warriors knew
both teams had fast forwards
and prepared all week on how to
defend them and keep them off the
board.
As the Warriors make their final
push for playoffs, these two wins

The Winona State soccer team congratulates players MOHAMMED ISLAM
from Minot State University after their game on
photographer
Sunday, Oct. 27 at Altra Federal Credit Union
mohammed.islam@winona.edu
Stadium where the Warriors won 3-0.

were the first step in the right
direction, keeping them tied for the
eighth and final playoff spot with
the Southwest Minnesota State
University Mustangs.
“We have a pretty good schedule
and we are lucky that four out of
our last five games are at home
which helps us a lot, we just play
better at home and we get to sleep
in our own bed,” Wiencek said.
“But it’s definitely high stakes
and we know that we have to win
pretty much every single game if
we want to make the playoffs.”
So, is there a difference in the
teams energy going in to each
game and each practice compared
to at the start of the season?
“I think it’s just more focus, and
there’s really no room for error,”
Wiencek said. “At the beginning
of the season you’re still trying
to figure everything out, but now
you should have everything down
and know exactly what you’re
supposed to do and at the right
time. So just putting everything

into play and make sure we are
taking care of business.”
Last year this Warriors team had
to take a 10-hour bus ride to face
these two teams and came up short
in both match ups.
This year the roles were reversed,
and the Warriors came out on top.
The Warriors next game is
against the Southwest Minnesota
State University Mustangs this
Friday, Nov. 1.

SPORTS THIS WEEK
Wednesday,
October 30

NO EVENTS THIS
DAY

Thursday,
October 31

Friday,
November 1

Saturday,
November 2

Sunday,
November 3

Volleyball - 6 p.m.
at. Upper Iowa
University

Soccer - 6 p.m.
vs. Southwest
Minnesota State
University

Football - 1 p.m.
at. Southwest
Minnesota State
University

Soccer - 1 p.m.
at. University of
Sioux Falls

Volleyball - 2 p.m.
vs. Minnesota
State University,
Mankato

Women’s Basketball - 6 p.m.
at. University of
Iowa

Men’s Basketball 6 p.m.
vs. St. Mary’s
Unvierstiy

Monday,
November 4

Tuesday,
November 5

Volleyball - 6 p.m.
at. Concordia University, St. Paul

NO EVENTS THIS
DAY
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Rugby sees win in
schedule changes
SYDNEY MOHR
features editor
smmohr15@winona.edu

W

inona State University’s
women’s rugby team ended
their regular season undefeated,
even with a minor schedule change
happening a few days before their
last game.
The Black Katts were supposed
to play Iowa State University at
home this past weekend on Oct.
26, but Iowa had to forfeit due to
not having enough players.
In a quick turn around the Black
Katts were able to set up a match
against Northern Iowa/Iowa
Phoenix, two combined teams,
in Decorah, Iowa and, managed
to win 62-22 ending their regular
season undefeated.
The Black Katts will start the
path into D-II Nationals this
upcoming weekend on Nov. 2,
where they will play the winner of
the D-II final four qualifier to see
who gets first and second seed for
our conference in the final 32team bracket. The first seed winner
gets home field advantage, where
second seed must travel away.
“We’re hoping to host the round
of 32 here,” assistant coach Roger
Riley said. “Round of 32 would
start on November 16. And we
would hope to host, it’s always
nice having that home field
advantage.”
According to Emily Becker, a
senior at Winona State and veteran
rugby player, the final goal is
always to make it to the Final Four.
“It’s been different in past years

because we’ve only played a
few games before we went into
nationals due to teams forfeiting
against us, but this year we played
many strong D-I teams and I feel
like we are much better prepared
going into the D-II playoffs,”
Becker said.
The Black Katts will be playing
in the D-II National playoffs
despite their recent move to being
a D-I team as an agreement with
the USA Rugby Association and
the state of Minnesota Rugby
Association.
“I was trying to load up, so that
I went to the D-I league, I said
that I’ve got permission from USA
Rugby and I’ve got permission
from Minnesota, everyone’s saying
yeah, what do you guys think?”
Riley said. “And they voted yes.
There was a new conference
commissioner as well, which made
a lot of difference.”
Becker agreed with Riley’s
statement, adding on that it was to
help improve their own team.
“The D-I was really just so
we could get some games and
competition in,” Becker said.
After playing in a round of 32
on Nov. 16, the round of 16 would
start later on Nov. 16 and the round
of eight taking place on Nov. 17.
The final four would be taking
place after Thanksgiving on the
weekend of Dec. 7.
The Black Katts now head into
Nationals undefeated, with high
hopes of doing well and making it
to the Final Four in December.

SPORTS

Volleyball wins two at home

Junior Megan Flom moves to spike against Minot
State University on Saturday, Oct. 26 in the McCown
Gymnasium.
JENNA STATZ
volleyball reporter
jenna.statz@go.winona.edu

T

he No. 17 Winona State
University volleyball ended
their weekend homestand with two
conference wins.
The Warriors showed all their
skill on Friday night with a three
straight set win over University of
Mary winning by set scores of 2514, 25-12 and 25-12.
Coming off a sweep Friday night,
the Warriors lost the opening set
against Minot State University on
Saturday, but got together for three
straight wins to take the match.
The Warriors completed their
winning weekend by set scores of
23-25, 25-15, 25-16 and 25-17.
Taking wins over both of their
games this weekend, Winona State
improves to 17-4 overall and 9-4 in
the NSIC.
However, Bass says the team is
focused on their record.
“We are so focused on our
process and outcome goals as a
team and building each and every

NICOLE GIRGEN
photo editor
ngirgen14@winona.edu

day in practice and in games to
be on top in our conference and
beyond that,” Bass said. “We are
not worried about numbers right
now; we are more concerned with
growing and improving as a team
every day.”
Leading the way for the Warriors
this weekend was junior Megan
Flom and sophomore Paige
Christopher who both achieved
double digits in kills with 27 and
14 kills reover both games.
Junior Bre Maloney helped by
assisting her teammates 57 times
over both matches.
On the defensive side of things,
sophomore Madison Rizner shut
things down with nine blocks,
and junior Becca Pagel helped her
teammates out recording 41 digs.
Looking forward at the Warriors
upcoming schedule, the team will
be back on the road Thursday as
they travel to No. 21 Upper Iowa
University. The Warriors then
return back to their homecourt
as they take on Minnesota State
University-Mankato on Saturday.

Football

Continued from page 7.

After a three-and-out the
Warriors extended the lead after
another touchdown by Burke this
time to first-year receiver Sawyer
Maly making the score 35-10.
Senior Paul Ortiz added a field
goal at the beginning of the fourth
quarter to make the lead 38-10.
Saint Cloud added another
touchdown before the Warriors ran
out the clock.
The defense was able to wreak
havoc by getting sacks, turnovers,
blocking a punt and scoring a
touchdown. They were led by
Schueffner who got two picks and
Isaiah Hall who led in tackles.
On offense Santiago-Lloyd
added another 100-yard game to
continue his hot streak.
Owen Burke had a bounce back

Sam Santiago-Lloyd, a junior running back, pushes through the defensive line against St. Cloud State NICOLE GIRGEN
University on Saturday, October 26 in Altra Federal Credit Union Stadium.
photo editor
ngirgen14@winona.edu

game after a subpar game last
week by adding three passing
touchdowns and no interceptions.
The quarterback said moving
forward the team is trying to go 1-0
each week and hoping that attitude

will lead them to the playoffs.
Next week the Warriors will
take their four-game win streak on
the road as they face Southwest
Minnesota State University in the
battle for the sledge.

Kickoff will be at 2 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 2.

CHRISTOPHER EDWARDS
football reporter
christopher.edwards@go.winona.edu

Sports staff starting lineup...

Christopher Edwards
Football reporter

Maurice Hudson
Basketball reporter

Jenna Statz

Volleyball reporter

Austin Wallert
Sports reporter

